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United World Colleges (UWC), is a global education movement that makes education a force to 
unite people, nations and cultures for peace and a sustainable future. It comprises a network of 17 
international schools and colleges on four continents, short courses and a system of volunteer-run 
national committees in 159 countries. 

UWC offers a challenging educational experience to a deliberately diverse group of students and places 
a high value on experiential learning, community service and outdoor activities, which complement 
high academic standards delivered through the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme. 

Today, over 9,500 students from over 150 countries are studying on one of the UWC campuses. Over 65% 
of UWC students in their final two years receive a full or partial scholarship, enabling admission to a UWC 
school to be independent of socio-economic means. 

Since the foundation of the first UWC college in 1962, UWC has inspired a network of more than 60,000 
alumni worldwide, who remain engaged with the UWC movement and committed to contribute to a 
more equitable and peaceful world. 

For more information visit www.uwc.org
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Presentation of Certificates   Sindhu Clark, (India), IB DP Coordinator

   Stephen Lowry, (South Africa) Principal

   Richard Alexander, (United Kingdom) Former Lower School Coordinator 

Masters of Ceremonies:  Deun Kim, (South Korea, WK 2012-2018)

   Mbonisi Mkhombe, (Eswatini, WK 2013-2018)

Welcome Address Stephen Lowry, Principal

Instrumental   James Jarret, (USA, WK 2018-2019) violin

   Saurabh Shivakumar, (Singapore, UWCSEA 2008-2018) guitar

   An instrumental cover of “I  see fire” by Ed Sheeran arranged for Violin and Guitar.   
   Commissioned  for the 2013 film, the Hobbit, where it played over the end credits.   
   The song is about remembrance, in  anticipation of time coming to an end.

Speech    Mark Mills, Chairman, WK Governing Council

Choir    Performing: “I do not know” as named by its composer, Samuel Wilkinson. Written for the   
   WK choir,  the song is about, “Accepting the emotions associated with leaving    
   people behind, and going into the future believing in eternal friendship.” 

Address by Speech Joanne De Koning, (South Africa), 

   Deputy Principal, (Academics)

Slide Show   The Class of 2018 UWC-IB Journey 

The Student Perspective Ronja Karvinen, (Finland, WK 2017-2018) 

   Simon Lowry, (South Africa, WK 2014-2018)

   Graduation Video

Vote of Thanks  Phuthumile Nxumalo, (Eswatini, WK 2012-2018) 

   Bengi Rwabuhemba, (Uganda, WK 2015-2018)

Poem   Vanessa Meyer, (Botswana, WK 2017-2018)

   Entitled “The Take-off,” this piece is dedicated to the class of 2018.

Contemporary Dance Angie Gidaga, (Uganda, WK 2012-2018)

   Performing a dance created with her dance teacher Seipati named  My part of the story.   
   The dance explores her journey at the school from form 1 to IB2.

Song   Deborah Kunda, (Zambia, WK 2011-2018) Voice

   Lindani Khoza, (South Africa, WK 2015-2019) Piano 

   Performing a cover of the song “Let It Go” by James Bay, this song was chosen to express   
   the pain of her classmates going their separate ways. They should hold on to the memories  
   they made together and let go of the pain they have within. 

Marimba Ensemble   Phuthumile Nxumalo, (Eswatini, WK 2012-2018) 

   Patience Mabidikama, (South Africa, WK 2012-2018) 

   Mbuyisile Tlhwaele, (South Africa, WK 2012-2018) 

   Rudairo Gambinga, (Zimbabwe, WK 2012-2018) 

   Koketso Masenya, (South Africa, WK 2012-2018) 

   Mancoba Dlamini, (Eswatini, WK 2017-2018)

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

DINNER
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   The performance is dedicated to Mr Tendayi Chinyanga, Mr Samuel Wilkinson, Onele   
   Bikitisha, Uzile, Semilonde, their families and their fellow survivors.

Song   Eva Rotevatn, (Norway, WK 2017-2018) Voice

   Lucas Schott, (Germany, WK 2012-2018) Piano

   Performing the song “Make you feel My Love” wriiten by Bob Dylan

Song   Nothando Mamba, (Eswatini, WK 2013-2018) Voice

   Lindani Khoza, (South Africa, WK 2015-2019) Piano

   Saurabh Shivakumar, (Singapore, UWCSEA 2008-2018) Guitar

   Performing “Masterpiece (Mona Lisa)” by Jazmine Sullivan. An ode of self love, a love that  
   includes the celebration of one’s beauty and talents, and additionally that of our    
   imperfections and “flaws” as a means to see our own importance. The song relates   
   to the self-acceptance and beauty dedicated to the journey of self-discovery taken   
   by the class of 2018.

Gumboot Dance The Gumboot Dance is a form of dance that originated in the mines of South    
   Africa, where miners used to communicate by beating their boots. Over the years, the   
   dance developed into what it is today; a vibrant and rhythmic execution of beats    
   and syncopated rhythms. Mixed with dance and matching, the gumboot dance    
   has become one of South Africa’s most entertaining forms art. 

   This year’s gumboot troupe was spearheaded by the graduating IB2’s. This will be their last  
   performance together at Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA.

Dear Class of 2018 
Congratulations on your graduation! 

We would like to officially welcome you to one of the strongest and most diverse alumni 
networks in the world. You are now a part of the UWC alumni community, a group of 60,000 
people who may have attended different UWC schools and colleges at different times, but 
who share common values and a belief in the UWC mission. A UWC experience is not just 
limited to your time at a school or college: it is a lifelong experience of connectivity to the UWC 
community and the UWC mission and values. 

As an alum, you are an ambassador of UWC and the UWC values. The challenges facing 
humanity make it clear that striving for peace and sustainability and celebrating diversity is 
as relevant today as it was fifty-six years ago, when our movement was founded. Living these 
UWC values is a commitment, a reminder and a challenge for each of us every day. We need 
you all to be champions of these values, and to spread them among your friends and families, 
throughout your universities, workplaces and communities. 

There are different ways to stay engaged with UWC: from joining over 10,000 UWCers on the 
UWC Hub, to celebrating UWC Day on 21 September, to volunteering for a UWC national 
committee to ensure other young people can have the same opportunity you did. Finally, we 
hope that as alumni you will choose to give back to UWC by becoming active donors - even 
if you can only spare a small amount. Every donation sends an important message about the 
impact that UWC has on individuals and communities, and allows our movement to continue 

changing the lives of young people just like you. 

Welcome to the UWC alumni community—we are happy to have you with us! 

Good luck with your next steps

Jens Waltermann, 
Executive Director, UWC 
International Pearson 
College UWC alumnus, 
1985
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CONGRATULATIONS IB CLASS OF 2018

Names Nationalities

001 Samantha AGABA Uganda

002 Mikhael AIRUMIAN USA

003 Stephen ATWELL Eswatini

004 Megan BANDA Malawi

005 Kirabo BANYA Uganda

006 Oluwademilade BOLATIMI Nigeria

007 Shannon BORREL Eswatini

008 Aidan  BROOK South Africa

009 Fabio CAVALIERE Italy

010 Thandeka CHAKA Zimbabwe

011 Amitabh CHAKRAVORTY Bangladesh

012 Kundai CHIHAMBAKWE Zimbabwe

013 Sandra CHIMUTSIPA Zimbabwe

014 Vanessa CHONYERA Zimbabwe

015 Sara  CHRISTENSEN Denmark

016 Khoi CLOETE South Africa

017 Daniel  de KONING South Africa

018 Jessica DIXON Great Britain

019 Raylina DIXON-COLE Sierra Leone

020 Mancoba DLAMINI Eswatini

021 Senelile DLAMINI Eswatini

022 Siwakhile DLAMINI Eswatini

023 Uyen DO Vietnam

024 Angelo DUMARAOG Philippines 

025 Samantha DZANGARE Zimbabwe

026 Elton FERNANDO Zimbabwe

027 Morgan FORD United 
Kingdom

028 Wilma GADEMAN Sweden

029 Rudairo GAMBINGA Zimbabwe

030 Sparsh GAUTAM India

031 Angeline GIDAGA South Africa

032 Overpower GORE Zimbabwe

033 Joshua GREEN-THOMPSON South Africa

034 Ismael HABIBOU ISSAKA Niger

035 Semilonde HINA South Africa

036 Julia HOPE South Africa

037 Emmanuela IBIEJUGBA Nigeria

038 Michelle ISHIMWE Rwanda

040 Jessica JERE Malawi

041 Ronja KARVINEN Finland

042 Badi KAWAMBWA Tanzania

Names Nationalities

043 Daeun KIM Korea

044 Jae Sun KIM Korea

045 Deborah KUNDA Zambia

046 Iketleng LEKHOOANA Lesotho

047 Ramosakeng LENYATSA Lesotho

048 Astridah LOMBE Zambia

049 Towera LONGWE Kenya

050 Simon LOWRY South Africa

051 Patience MABIDIKAMA South Africa

052 Zamakhosi MAGAGULA Eswatini

053 Jens MAHLANGU South Africa

054 Fadzai MAKAZA Zimbabwe

055 Martine MAKIRA Burundi

056 Nothando MAMBA Eswatini

057 Mridul MANAS India

058 Mlandvo MAPHALALA Eswatini

059 Koketso MASENYA South Africa

060 Sinikiwe MASUKU Eswatini

061 Anele MATSEBULA Eswatini

062 Elisa MATZ Germany

063 Tinaye MAWOCHA Zimbabwe

064 Nele MERHOLZ Germany

065 Vanessa MEYER Botswana

066 Caitlyn MIDDLETON  Eswatini

067  Aneeq MIRJAT Pakistan

068 Mbonisi MKHOMBE Eswatini

069 Nandzisile MKHONTA Eswatini

070 Lethukuthula MNCUBE South Africa

071 Nondumiso MNDZEBELE Eswatini

072 Vuyiswa MNGOMETULU Eswatini

073 Naledi MOABELO South Africa

074 Callum MOIR Great Britain

076 Kabelo MOKOENA Lesotho

077 Temkhuleko MTHETHWA Eswatini

078 Edmond MUMWENSI Zambia

079 Trish MUTSIGWA Zimbabwe

080 Kinjaal NAGINDAS South Africa

081 Tracey NAMUNJASI Uganda

082 Tariq NASSORO Tanzania

083 Tracey NASSUNA Uganda

084 Nikita NAVIN India

085 Vishal NAVIN South Africa
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Names Nationalities

086 Nokuthaba NDIWENI Zimbabwe

087 Tanaka NGWANGA Zimbabwe

088 Thabo NTSHANGASE  Eswatini

090 Phuthumile NXUMALO Eswatini

091 Nomonde NYATHI Zimbabwe

092 Anne-Luna OHLSEN Netherlands

093 Alexandra ONDENG’ Kenya

094 Allen ORWOTHWUNOROM Uganda

095 Zixu PAN China

096 Zoe PAPAGEORGIOU-GEORGE Greece

097 Garam Park Korea

098 Noshir PATEL Eswatini

099 Emma PECQUEUX Belgium

100 Tumelo RABALE Lesotho

101 Toky RAKOTOARISOA Madagascar

Names Nationalities

102 Elise ROCKART USA

103 Eva ROTEVATN Norway

104 Bengi RWABUHEMBA Uganda

105 Admire SAURAMBA Zimbabwe

106 Lucas SCHOTT Netherlands

107 Ajit SHARMA Nepal

108 Vuyisile SIBANDA Zimbabwe

109 Jordan SILVA South Africa

110 Tobias STOKKELAND Norway

111 Zindzelé TAITT Barbados

112 Hope TLHWAELE South Africa

113 Marisol VALERIN CORONAS Costa Rica

114 Felihle ZWANE Eswatini

115 Vuyelwa ZWANE Eswatini

116 Chelsia NETO Angola
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me that there is so much more we can gain from doing 
community service and sharing with others. Being able 
to listen to the experiences and stories of my peers has 
been truly inspirational; and allowing yourself to be 
vulnerable to others allows you to fully immerse yourself 
into the beauty of what community service has to offer. 

The true magic of the UWC experience does lie beyond 
the classroom, allowing students to grow and blossom. 
Throughout my UWC and IB journey I owe many thanks 
to a quaint little place, right at the edge of our campus, 
my hostel – Elangeni. I feel blessed to have the support 
and encouragement from those around me in Elangeni. 
As a hostel we have had our fair share of ups and downs, 
and these too have been an authentic part of the UWC 
experience. I am thankful to have shared a home away 
from home with my hostel mates and heads of hostel. 
Being able to experience the diverse social aspect in 
hostel is truly a reward, Elangeni has been a beacon 
of light at the end of a difficult day and I will sincerely 
cherish the bonds, memories and cooking lessons in 
equal measure dearly. 

Ultimately, if there is one piece of advice I would share with 
my fellow cohorts for the next chapter in their journeys, 
it would be to listen! From my experience at a UWC the 
most fulfilling skill I have learnt is to listen to others. I have 
realized over the years that the experiences and stories 
we hear from others are far richer than anything from a 
textbook or social media platform. Whenever you have 
the chance to learn from others around you, grab the 
opportunity and listen to what others have to offer. I am 
proud of all my cohorts – the IB Class of 2018. I wish you 
all everything of the best for the future. 

STUDENTS’ REFLECTIONS

Who would have ever imagined that an 
unfamiliar location, situated in a country called 
Eswatini, half the world away, would harvest 

such profound experiences on a spread of individuals 
from countless pockets of the world? This place also 
known as Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA has been a 
journey and an experience never to be forgotten. When 
I first arrived here I was narrow-minded and naïve seven 
years later I leave Waterford enriched by its ability to find 
such a diverse range of individuals whom have taught 
me so much. 

The first five years at Waterford allowed me to grow, 
learn and mature just enough for the final two years of 
the IB Diploma Programme. In spite of the countless 
sleepless nights, stressful days and ToK, my IB experience 
at Waterford has been challenging and extraordinarily 
rewarding. I am thankful for those challenges as they have 
allowed me to face obstacles uncompromisingly with 
confidence that I lacked previously. The rewards I have 
gained throughout this journey outweigh the challenges 
and setbacks.  The compassion that I have learnt whilst 
doing community service at Kaschiele Primary School 
is a quality that I will keep very near to my heart. Many 
times, people believe that community service is all about 
giving back to others; however, Waterford has taught 

Kinjaal Nagindas, (South Africa, WK 2012-2017)

“Whenever you have the 
chance to learn from others 
around you, grab the 
opportunity and listen to what 
others have to offer.”
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Ask me about microwave-infused cheese 
sandwiches, their low frequencies and long 
wavelengths meant to overcome the mountain 

of hunger that sits in the stomach. Ask me about the 
extraordinary coffee concoctions, devised to battle the 
soldiers of sleep and fatigue, creating an army that shall 
hold up the eyelids, and keep the reddened pupils poking 
through. Ask me about the awkward spit that flies across 
the cafeteria table mid-argument, the impassioned 
words dripping from the mouths, the clenched fists filled 
with the determination to convince, the white teeth 
against a backdrop of reddened gums. Ask me, and I shall 
have no answers for you. I shall tell you, however, of the 
hunger, the army, the spit, the fists, and the teeth, for they 
are what matter.

It seems only fitting that such a story of triumph be rooted 
in gloom, grey, and Eswatini’s typical misty air. Despite the 
weather, my earliest memories of Waterford Kamhlaba 
UWCSA as a wide-eyed, curious, fifteen-year-old are filled 
with amazement. I vividly remember the exhilarating 
Wednesday assemblies in the amphitheater, the sense of 
community and abundance of knowledge that spewed 
from both teachers and students on weekly affairs. I 
recall examining the poised way in which my fellow 
classmates spoke, answered questions, and debated with 
one another. And finally, I have engraved in my memory 
the warmth of the cafeteria radiating from the smiles of 
boMake and boBabe. These early experiences set the 
tone for my next three years at Waterford Kamhlaba, a 
place now sewn into the fibers of my flesh, calling my 
name from the mountaintop. 

My time spent at Waterford has not only been defined by 
internal assessments, deadlines, and weekly tests, but by 
the UWC values of idealism, intercultural understanding, 
and integrity. Having been actively involved in 
community service at Waterford, my world has opened 

Bengi Rwabuhemba, (Uganda, WK 2015-2018)

up significantly. I have had the pleasure of being part 
of initiatives bigger than myself and at the forefront of 
change, for example being one of the organizers of 
BraveGirl camp (a weeklong camp that brought together 
54 girls from eight schools around Eswatini with the aim 
of promoting feminism by providing them with a safe 
space in which girls empowerment could be openly 
discussed). I have been able to experience for myself 
how planting seeds of change in others can also lead to 
growth in oneself. The arts at Waterford have instilled in 
me self-confidence, passion, and integrity. It is electric 
and boundless and I hope to carry this forward for the 
rest of my life. A profound understanding of cultures and 
their norms has been achieved by being in the thralls of a 
student body so culturally diverse and by engaging with 
each other in environments – inside and outside of the 
classroom – that foster understanding. 

I have been shaped by my peers who, despite our 
shortcomings as a year group, have continuously inspired 
me with their wealth of knowledge, perspectives, and 
understanding of the world as well as their character 
and colorful personalities. They encompass the hunger, 
the army, the spit, the fists, and the teeth. They are what 
matter. My fellow IB2s, thank you. Thank you for the 
people that you are and all you have yet to become. I 
don’t think the world is ready.

There are not enough words to thank my teachers who 
have shaped me into the person I am today. Thank you 
for pushing all of us beyond our limits, challenging us, 
motivating us, and being there for us – you saw our 
potential before we ever did.

Watching the sun set behind Kelly for the last time, the 
nostalgia creeps in along with the tears behind my eyes. 
Waterford, thank you for the growth, the metamorphosis, 
the shattered self, the whole.

Mrs. Graça Machel, Bengi Rwabuhemba (second from right) and the 2018 Africa Week Lead Team 

“Thank you for 
pushing all of us 
beyond our limits, 
challenging us, 
motivating us, and 
being there for us – 
you saw our potential 
before we ever did.”
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“At WK you cry twice: once when you arrive and 
the other when it’s time to leave”. This saying 
perfectly describes the feelings I have now at 

the end of my time up on this hill. My two years here have 
been a rollercoaster with a constant mixture of different 
strong feelings. The most intense, happy, vibrant and 
exciting times I ever had were here. I will never forget the 
emotions I had while running for the Secretary-Treasurer 
position in the SRC. Facing the whole student population 
of the school with my limited English was a challenge but, 
the WK community is a very understanding and loving 
one. I was flattered by their approach toward someone 
who had just joined the school only months before. 
Support flocked in from every student of every form and 
in the end, the majority trusted me to pick up that role. 
It was one of the most joyful times for me. WK had done 

Fabio Cavaliere, (Italy, WK 2017 - 2018)

Bengi & Fabio, (right)

Fabio, (left), with his peers

“It is a source of honor 
to be associated with 
some of us who, in the 
future, whether back in 
their home countries 
or all around the 
globe, will definitely 
make a change for the 
better, following the 
UWC ideals we are all 
so fond of. “

immense for me and I wanted to have the opportunity 
to give back. Once again, though, the school kept on 
giving me satisfactions. With the SRC, I had the chance 
to see all the work that is done behind the scenes to run 
this school. It is impressive to see how much Waterford 
impacts the local community with its comserve activities 
and the amount of effort put I by every member to 
improve. 

During these years I felt alive and part of something so 
special. I believe to have grown more in these last two 
years than through any previous experience. Being 
suddenly projected into an intense 2-year combination 
of IB and UWC really tests your nerves and puts them 
through heavy pressure but the feeling to have reached 
the end is the most enjoyable one. Looking back at this 
past time, I realized that the people are the ones who 
really make this community so enjoyable. I have found 
a loving family in my year group, inspiring mentors 
in my teachers and kind friends throughout the staff. 
Some of us have found loving partners. Others, lifelong 
friends and others, exciting characters, the memories and 
friendships I have made now, will follow me throughout 
my life’s journey. Waterford has also been our support in 
difficult moments and it is now our academic future. For 
better and for worse, we will all leave a part of our hearts 
here. Because I am certain that Waterford is changing the 
world for better with all its people, its community service 
activities and its strong leaders that help the community. 
It is a source of honor to be associated with some of us 
who, in the future, whether back in our home countries 
or all around the globe, will definitely make a change for 
the better, following the UWC ideals we are all so fond 
of.  I finally can say that I am a proud member of the 
Waterford class of 2018. Thank you everyone!
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I never thought I would be able to feel comfortable and accepted just as I am 
in a place that is not home, but here I am, so surprised and grateful that I have 
been part of the Waterford family for the past two years. Waterford Kamhlaba 

UWCSA has been but a second home to me and I reckon that is true to most, 
if not all, of the students in this place. This shows that Waterford did not just 
offer accommodation and education, but something way more important 
and deeper. These two years were laden with laughter, challenges and a whole 
lot of experiences. I was able to grow as a person and essential life lessons 
such as perseverance, preparedness, independence and acceptance amongst 
others were instilled in me and they all play a role when one transitions into 
a new environment – the world. The school has opened doors for me; doors 
that I wouldn’t have known existed if I was not chosen as a Swazi National 
Committee student in 2016 – a blessing I would always be thankful for. 

Acceptance is key and in this place, I discovered that there is nothing wrong 
with being different. We are all different and that makes us all alike. This is one 
of the wonderful intricacies that exist in this exceptional miniature world called 
Waterford Kamhlaba UWC. Growing up in the Kingdom of Swaziland, I had little 
international open-mindedness. However, the knowledge that I have learnt by 
being here in a wide range of global issues is amazing. I do not consider myself 
as just a Swazi instead, a global citizen. Interacting with different people on a 
daily basis, sharing intellectual conversations at Waterford resulted to personal 
growth and self-confidence. 

I would not want to lie and say that it had been an easy ride. There have 
been ups and downs just like every journey that yields in success. There were 
moments when I felt that IB was created to destroy me and I did feel like I 
was drowning. But the best part about being at Waterford was that I never 

Vuyiswa Mngometulu, (Eswatini, WK 2017 - 2018)

Vuyiswa Mungometulu (third from left) and her peers during the Parade of the 
Nations on UWC Day

felt alone. When the going was 
tough, I always had people to fall 
on. My ever-present tutor was 
there, asking me how I am doing 
and if I have everything in order. 
I was surrounded by numerous 
competent teachers who really 
cared about my well-being and 
a bunch of friends who were 
going through what I was going 
through. Admittedly, the presence 
of all these people diminished any 
feelings of solitude in me and that 
is what makes Waterford so unique 
– it is how interdependent we all 
are. 

Waterford had taught me that 
I can be and can do anything. 
With the right attitude and the 
incorporation of the life lessons 
that were engraved in me, I am 
possibly ready to face the world. 
I have learnt a lot of things at 
Waterford and I am saddened by 
the fact that it is indeed my time to 
leave and take other paths leading 
to other desired destinations. 
The thought that I would not be 
physically at Waterford anymore 
does hurt, but I am proud 
nonetheless of the teachings I have 
acquired, the people I have gotten 
acquainted with and overall, who 
I have become in the process. I 
owe a great deal of appreciation 
to Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA 
and the Swazi National Committee 
and I am very grateful for this 
remarkable opportunity that I was 
given.  Ngiyabonga kakhulu!!!

“Waterford had taught me that I can be and can 
do anything. With the right attitude and the 
incorporation of the life lessons that were engraved 
with me, I am possibly ready to face the world.”
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Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA, after two years of being in this 
school, I would proudly say WK is home. WK is where you 
meet new people and make them your family, seeing them 

every single day, through joyful days and tedious days, with compassion 
and acceptance beyond yourself. The journey of two years started with 
orientation week where the atmosphere was filled with the excitement 
of coming to a new school and making new friends. At that point in time, 
that was all that mattered. 

Orientation was an amazing way to start the journey but it was just a phase. 
The scramble to survive IB started, we began classes and made some more 
friends. Going to classes in IB1 was amazing; I loved the atmosphere in the 
class, it was my safe space. A place where I could express how I really felt 
about an issue without being ridiculed or shut down. Mutual respect and 
the celebration of difference are the two values in UWC that played an 
integral role in making this journey worthwhile.

In IB1 we spent hours chatting with our friends and from those 
conversations we learnt how to use some of the slang at WK. Being in the 
classroom and learning was amazing but I learnt so much more out of 
the classroom.  Meals at the cafeteria were incredible where we discussed 
different issues ranging from global to the national, and coming up with 
solutions made me feel like I was at a UN summit every day.

Reality struck in January 2018 when we received our IA calendars. It was 
full of deadlines. At that point in time I realised I was in IB2 overnight. IB2 
happened so fast, we started having less hours to chat with our friends and 
the conversation in the cafeteria changed from global issues to personal 
conversations. The questions that were usually asked during meals were, 
“have you handed in your research proposal? Have you done the IA that 

Raylina Dixon-Cole, (Sierra Leone, WK 2017 - 2018)

Raylina (right) and her friends on Kamhlaba Day 

is due today?”  Our lives changed really 
fast, but our friends always made the 
effort to be there for us.

IB2 was quite overwhelming but having 
the UWC experience and doing IB 
helped me to find my equilibrium. I did 
activities like tennis and climbing up the 
mountain that helped me to take my 
mind off work. Being involved in clubs, 
like Girl Up, where we discussed issues 
affecting girls not just in Swaziland but 
on a global scale, helped me through 
the journey.

There are times I hit rock bottom during 
IB but my friends, teachers and corridor 
mates were always there for me. I did 
not make it to the end of the journey 
alone, there were always people along 
the way that supported me.

Congratulations IB2’s we made it the 
journey through IB,  the UWC experience 
has taught us that we are resilient. 
Thank you to the WK community and 
the Sierra Leone National Committee 
for making this journey a memorable 
one.

“There are times 
I hit rock bottom 
during IB but my 
friends, teachers 
and corridor mates 
were always there 
for me. I did not 
make it to the end 
of the journey 
being alone, there 
were always people 
along the way that 
supported me.”
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After 15 CAS reflections, 3 Extended Essay 
reflections, 3 TOK reflections, 3 Further Oral Activity  
reflections and other reflections throughout my 

IB journey, I honestly don’t know why I still accepted to 
write this reflection. But since this might be the last IB 
reflection I ever have to write in my life (fortunately), it 
will be the most special one. I would say that I was lucky 
as I recognized my identity as well as the value of myself 
before I began to embrace my UWC experiences. 

The two UWC values that I enjoy the most while I am at 
Waterford Kamhlaba (WK) are “Celebration of difference” 
and “Mutual responsibility and respect”. There are about 
600 students and more than 70 nationalities in this school. 
We were born in different places, we grew up in different 
societies, we appeal to different cultures, we have different 
skin colors, different hair textures, different personalities 
and so on. We do not judge each other according to our 
differences but we celebrate our differences instead. If I 
am not living in a UWC environment at WK, I may never 
be able to be in one class with 15 different nationalities, 
speaking 10 different languages but studying 1 Literature 
in English book, Khaled Hosseini’s ‘The Kite Runner’ . I may 
never be able to have dinner with my Chinese friends 

Uyen Do, (Viet Nam, WK 2017 - 2018)

regardless of the fact that our countries are having 
conflicts. Most significantly, I may never be able to see 
a Buddhist Vietnamese, a Hindu Indian, a Christian Fin, 
a Muslim Tanzanian and an atheist Brit sitting on the 
same table and talking about everything that exists at 
this planet, from races, religions to “Who is the hottest 
guy in Black Panther movie?” or Travis Scott’s new music 
video Sicko Mode. I appreciate how WK has created an 
environment where we can learn to respect ourselves 
and to respect each other. 

After two years being at WK, I realize that there are 
many things in life that can be guaranteed. Like how the 
cheese will can’t be evenly distributed on Monday, or 
like when the cafeteria is serving beef casserole or beef 
curry for dinner, it means that they are serving beef stew. 
Yet, there are also many other things in life that cannot 
be guaranteed. Like Swaziland’s weather conditions, 
or this sentence: “I will send my Extended Essay to you 
after school”. I also realize that there are many things 
that can be measured. Like the unreasonably high 
grade boundaries of my Math test, or the count to the 
graduation day. But there are also many other things that 
cannot be measured. Like how many times we say “It’s 
deep”, throughout two years. And most importantly, I will 
never be able to measure how honor I am to be with you, 
with the Class of 2018, throughout my UWC journey. 

It does not matter where you go but it matters who you 
are going with, and I am truly, sincerely, deeply thankful 
to the opportunity to spend 2 years of my young adult’s 
life with the most amazing human beings at Waterford 
Kamhlaba United World College of Southern Africa. All my 
contribution to the school, from being a photographer 
for several events such as Asia Week, Africa Week or UWC 
Day to an amateur singer performing in music concerts, 
would be quite meaningless without your love and 
support. I shall not forget you and all the memories we 
share together, and I hope you will not forget this girl 
Uyen Donut as well. Thank you for everything!

“It does not matter where 
you go but it matters 
who you are going with, 
and I am truly, sincerely, 
deeply thankful to the 
opportunity....”
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Spending over two years, including some holidays 
at Waterford Kamhlaba made it my home away 
from home! WK was my first boarding school and I 

have to say, there isn’t a day at WK that I will ever regret. 
When I completed high school in 2016, Zimbabwe, the 
Higher Life Foundation gave me the opportunity to join 
the Waterford Kamhlaba community for the IB Diploma 
program and at that time, I had no idea as to what 
constituted a UWC.

Over the two years, one of the lessons I will leave with 
is that you have to learn to be comfortable being in 
uncomfortable circumstances, critically observing your 
surroundings as well as the importance of thinking 
outside the box. I also learnt that standing up for your 
values and beliefs is as equally important as respecting 
the next person’s opinion. We always had eye-opening 
heated discussions. One of my peers once said, “Guys, 
Do you know that you don’t need to wait until you are 

Vanessa Chonyera, (Zimbabwe WK 2017 – 2018)

a billionaire in-order to make a difference? Every action, 
be it in cash or genuine kindness counts, despite how 
minute it may appear.” We are all unique and although 
our backgrounds and beliefs differ, the key to peace and 
progress is tolerance! My favorite was WK’s CAS program 
which challenged me immensely, from a shy girl with 
zero confidence and a laughable dancing flexibility to 
one of the Gumboot troop leaders, performing in front 
of hundreds of students and adults at every school event!

I am very grateful to my family, the Chonyera family, 
for raising a girl who is now manifesting into a strong 
and confident woman. To the Higher Life Foundation, 
I will forever appreciate over a decade of your support 
which has turned me into a global student. You have 
transformed many lives through your kind and selfless 
deeds. And to my WK peers, “Guys, let’s go and Change 
the World!”

“This community is high energy, demanding and challenging at an intellectual, physical and 
indeed emotional level. I have often said that it is like a massive pressure cooker into which 
you are thrown and from which you emerge at the end of the process more mature and more 
seasoned for the process, with some life-long friends as well. Sharing the pressures with teachers 
and peers has led to lifelong bonds, bonds I hope you will forever remember and cherish”

Stephen Lowry, Principal, Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA

Please Vanessa Chonyera (centre) performing during the 2017 Africa Week Assembly
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A few months ago, I was aching to finish IB. It had been such an intense 
program with the IAs and the EE and the TOK and the CAS etc. As 
graduation approached, I realized that being at Waterford was one of 

the best experiences that I have had. I am grateful that I was able to spend 
a whole six years at this wonderful school. I started schooling at Waterford 
in form 2. On the day of orientation, I was so scared to talk to people, I felt 
so small in such a big school. Nevertheless, on that day I met my best friend 
who is a sister to me up until this day. Mr Boycott referred to us as “the 
terrible twins” during IGCSE. This is just one example of a friendship that I 
formed. Some of the bonds that I formed with people in IB, felt like I had 
known them for many years even though it was only two. I will miss seeing 
all of my friends faces everyday as we embark on different journeys. We 
won’t remember the brutal tests that Mr Opiem set in HL Physics but we 
will remember how we struggled together, which made it more tolerable.

Waterford is filled with amazing people with the most incredible 
perspectives. It is impossible to not form deep life lasting bonds with the 

Nikita Navin, (India 2013 - 2018)

Nikita Navin (left) with her peers during the 24 Hour Run

people around you. It is obvious that 
if the world was filled with people 
like those at Waterford (and other 
UWCs), it would be a more peaceful 
place. The friendships we formed 
here will possibly stick with us for life. 
No matter where we go after this, I 
don’t think there will be such a large 
group of people that are so accepting 
to different cultures and people. The 
world is like a jungle, and I am glad 
that I spent six years of my life in a safe 
space where anyone’s opinion was 
most welcome and where people had 
the freedom to express themselves as 
they truly were. 

Waterford has a culture of giving. 
The community service programs 
throughout the school showed me that 
outside our little bubbles that we call 
our lifestyle, are thousands of people 
that suffer in this world. Everybody 
is aware of them but experiencing 
this in real life has a great impact on 
the way you perceive life. It shows us 
that we should appreciate every little 
thing in life and it is possible to make 
a difference, no matter how large or 
small. UWC taught me that, and I am so 
grateful that I have become the person 
I am because of my experiences at 
Waterford Kamhlaba United World 
College of Southern Africa. I will miss 
you all, IB class of 2018.

“The world is like 
a jungle, and I am 
glad that I spent six 
years of my life in 
a safe space where 
anyone’s opinion 
was most welcome 
and where people 
had the freedom to 
express themselves 
as they truly were.”
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“Here where my 
convictions were 
challenged, curiosities 
quenched, and memories 
made, I’ve become 
attached to so many 
people who I could have 
never even dreamed up.”

Angelo Kristian L. Dumaraog, (Philippines, WK 2017 – 2018)

I won’t remember Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA for its 
beautiful mountain of a school yard; the wide and clear 
starry night skies I got to look up to during winter; or 

even the lightning storms. I’ll remember Waterford as 
the wide variety of people who I met on this side of 
the hill. The diversity of people making up the campus, 
from the teachers to the students and the staff, allowed 
me to continue learning outside the classroom. From 
organizing community service projects and Africa 
Week to discussing how to make education better 
from a student standpoint, each memorable learning 
experience I had here was not done solo. To get things 
done at Waterford, one has to interact with different 
people, develop a certain relationship with them, and 
work together towards a goal. Through this, Waterford 
equips its students with the necessary tools to be catalysts 
of positive change in different parts of the world. Aside 
from the rigorous International Baccalaureate program, 
it is because the school is filled with so many faculty and 
staff members who are not only learned in their fields but 
are also eager to listen and help. From Mrs. Fiona  Mills the 

Community Service Coordinator, who guides students in 
realizing their outreach projects to Mrs. Sindhu Clark, the 
IB Diploma Programme Coordinator who actually helped 
me recreate a chemical reaction not for a lab project but 
for a theatre piece, these people have worked with me 
and many others in making our Waterford experience 
better.  

Here where my convictions were challenged, curiosities 
quenched, and memories made, I’ve become attached to 
so many people who I could have never even dreamed 
up. And thanks to those people, I will be going home 
filled with new wisdom and a lot of great memories. A 
lot of the troubles were tough, while others a bit easier 
to smooth over. Sometimes, people made it easier to 
solve problems, sometimes they made problems worse. 
But, I don’t think my Waterford experience would be as 
amazing as it is if it wasn’t for the people I’ve spent my 
two years here with. Thank you for having me, Waterford. 
Thank you, everyone, for spending your two years with 
me.
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